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Complete Argus 
Migration Solution

Out-of-the-Box Solutions Designed to Keep You 
From Going Out Of Your Mind Migrating Data to 
Oracle Argus
Today, Oracle Argus Safety is quickly becoming the platform of choice for pharmaceutical safety data 
management. Now when you make that kind of investment you can’t afford errors in the migration of legacy 
data. So why use a process that admits it will have them?

Surveys show that 40% to 60% of data migrations go over budget and/or over schedule. And many migrations 
go through 6 to 9 testing iterations just to get to the point where they “think” it’s close enough to move  
to production.

These statistics are even more disheartening when you consider that most companies who bid to do your data 
migration will only include 2 rounds of testing. And each time they’ll only test a sample of your total data.

Now if all your data is perfect, then using this approach for your migration will be fine. But what are the 
chances your data is perfect? 

To make your investment worthwhile you need to be certain your migration will be successful. That’s where 
Valiance comes in. We offer the only complete migration solution for Argus. If you’re using Oracle Argus 
Safety, getting the data from the source to the destination with 100% verification will never be an issue  
with Valiance.

Our complete out-of-the-box migration solution requires no SQL scripts or custom coding. It eliminates 
downtime typically associated with migration activity. And provides 100% end-to-end testing to identify error. 
But the best part is, we offer it all for about the same cost as other migration processes that only provide best 
guess sampling.
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Complete Argus Migration Solution:

Since 2005 Valiance’s migration software TRUmigrate and TRUcompare have been successfully applied to 
over 500 GxP data migrations. So if you want to avoid program delays, “surprise” quality issues late in the 
migration process, budget overruns, and migration errors, call 800.880.4540 and talk to Valiance.  
Our out-of-the-box solutions will keep you from going out of your mind during your next data migration.

APPLICATIONS

VALIANCE

ARGUS SAFETY

AERS ARISg Clintrace Empirica 
Trace PV Works

TRUmigrate TRUcompare

Standard fields pre-configured out-of-the-box

Out-of-the-box support for AERS, ARISg, 
Clintrace, Empirica Trace, PVWorks and all prior 
versions of Argus

Migration InSight: proven migration methodology 
for safety data

Mapping specification template

Out-of-the-box validation document set











Code list management

De-duplication (if necessary)

Test 100% of migration dry runs and  
user-driven remediation

100% testing for validation and 
production migrations

Pre-migration testing for early error detection












